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04/19/16 The substance is its substance whose all material is made. This means items in which the mass is. More specifically, they must be comfortable and relaxed, which is a form of energy in which there is also a case of when it doesn't move forward (it has no natural energy), is extremely cold (it has no thermal energy), etc. The case is a word that is sometimes used in different
ways in everyday life, is a well-described concept and in quantity physics. They are not the same thing, even though they are relevant. Activity 1: Who is the case and who is not? Explain the common properties of the case sample Appears chinese solid powder appearance which is packed ino. Water appears like liquid appearance which is separate ino. The depresied air gas is
hidden which appears to separate innos. The stone appears solid overall appearance which is strictly filled inno. The leaf appears solid soft appearance which is quite packed ino. Smoke appears to be gas but is separately ino. The case may have different features. You scale the mass of each sample of the case using a balance or weight scale. The mass of the shai is measured
by the objection. You have observed that each sample in Activity 1 is largely different from the other sample mass. You also found that every sample space is occupied. The measurement of space captured by an objection is called volume. All the substance is massive and volume. There are other features of matters such as stiffness, texture, color, flexibility, supplineness, and
electrical slyness which differ from one pattern to another. Activity 2: What is made of? Explain that this is evidence of the observed circumstances or events that its case is made up of small particles. · Different inno mixing will affect their taste, appearance, and texture. Your eyes can see what is studied about it is involved in dealing with very small particles out of it. In fact,
thoughts about what was done from ancient Greek philosophers suggested. About 2,500 years ago, Leucamppos and his disciple, The Magnets, thought that nature consisted of two things, atoms and their surrounds (Kaniram, 1995-2013). He believed that atoms were physical, but not geometry, indimitable. For The Magnet, the atoms are lafinian and completely complete, so
there is no free space. Both Leucamppos and The Magnets believed that there were many different types of atoms and each of them had a specific shape and size and that all atoms move randomly around the space. However, he did not make a description for the atom movement (Kaniram, 1995-2013). The idea of atom was not discovered until more than two centuries ago
when John Dalton has solid evidence that all the material is made up of very small particles called atoms. An atom is the smallest particle of an element in which the element has all the properties. We know that although atoms are very small, they are not indimitable as the magnet idea, but they still contain small particles, the magnets were right in one aspect of his belief, these
are the smallest particles that are made of matter. Activity 3: Do the particles of the cases move? What is between them? · Observations that move its particles from observations to speculation. o Possible by using the orange to stop the end of the orange and to further forward its glands to the airin the air to the air. This will cause the air to force its way, only to be deprepresed by
the ghows. o The pressure and resistance that is applicable to it will feel difficult. 04/26/16 Activity 4: What changes when water is placed in a container? Explain the changes of water particles stored in a container with different temperatures. Keep water overnight inside a sealed container is evaporate due to water if the temperature is high enough. Keep water overnight inside a
sealed container is the most likely taste or nothing if the temperature is cold enough. The change between liquid and gas is the ino-cinating energy that are different from each other. Some particles are growing faster than others and therefore have high-key natural energy and some are slowing down. Therefore, even at room temperature, some of the water innows have enough
basic energy to overcome the attention of the neighbouring innow and escape from the liquid level and finally move into the air. To break away from the liquid level, the innos must have at least some minimum of the canetic energy. The process of changing the ino and gas at the liquid break surface is called wanpekaran. Generally, it is described as the process where liquid is
converted into gas. As Wanpekaran takes place, the water innow that did not escape and was left in the liquid is less average of the cinator energy than the inu that survived. Its effect is a decrease in the temperature of liquid water. Wanpekaran is a cooling process. Activity 5: What changes when water is hot? Part 1 heating will make water liquid production bubbles up to 100c.
There is bukhari inside the bubbles. Water will cool down the liquid as the heat increases in extra time as the 2 powder sings the remaining water in the low temperature space. The sanctomy is the change of gas in water. Activity 6: What happens when the ice is converted into water? Physical change is changing the appearance and condition of objection. The physical change is
being used alone when it does not change chemical substances. Example: Frozen water has a physical change. Despite the change of liquid state, it could not change the chemical substance of the liquid. Ice is still water and can be frozen or heated. 05/03/16 Atom: Within the scientists have proved, however, this atom is also composed of small particles. From experiments in the
latter part In the early half of the 19th century 20th century, scientists gathered that atoms consist of three types of particles, i.e. (1) protons, (2) electrons and (3) neutrons. These components of atom are collectively called subatomic particle particles. In recent years, scientists have discovered that protons and neutrons also contain small particles. There are still many things about
atom and what is inside it that scientists are discovering. This extremely small particles are being studied using an extremely large structure that works as their devices. Activity 1: Charge to experience it! · It can be observed that objects can attract one another or eject from each other, to speculate that using items of the same type of charges, using items of the same type of
charges can cause objects to move each other out of each other. o Using different types of charges, the items can be caused by attracting each other. Activity 2: Big Difference · Compared subatomic particle people and particle participation particle charge mass (G) mass (River) Proton + 1 1.6727 x 10-24 g 1.007316 0 1.6750 x 10-24 g 1.008701 Electronic-1 9.110 x 10-28 g
0.000549 Activity 3: Small but Scary · When the idea of atom was first suggested by the ancient Greeks, they thought it was a particle with no parts. However, towards the 19th century, J.J. Thompson was able to discover that the atom is negatively charged particles, which called electrons. He led him to suggest a new model for the atom, which he called the bridge-padded model.
· Thompson suggested that a type of negative charge electrons were included as cloud or sup positive charge, as shown in the data on the right. Since potatoes and poongs are not commonly known in the Philippines, it may work better for you that we use other names for models, the Dakha bread model. Science, models, experiments are further experimented based on
observation, sometimes by other scientists, to determine their health. Consisting of a group of scientists Ernest Rutherford, Johannes Hans-Wilhelm Gágar and Ernest Marsden tested by bombing a very thin sheet of gold sheets with positive-charged alpha particles of The Thompson model. Their experience is called alpha particle as a Experiment of The Complete. 05/24/16 Other
puzzle electrons concerns about atom. Imagine it again in diameter 100 meters, around a millimeter in diameter at the center, and electrons are in this vast space around. Where are the electrons in this vast place? Are they moving? How do they move? How do they move fast? One of the models of electrons in atomic is the model of planets where electrons were thought to move
into orbit around the planet like earth moving around the sun. Since then has been found to be wrong. The surrounding sit-in of electrons is not easy to explain the behavior. What we know, however, are: Electronics It is negatively charged, charged positively. There is a attraction between attention and electricity, as evidenced by the need to exclude energy from the atom. Despite
the complex behavior of electrons in nuclear, we continue to use a model of electronic structure (or in the way electrons organize atoms) to help us understand and use the nuclear to form millions of compounds. So far, you've learned about three subatomic particle particles- protons, electrons and neutrons— and how they are organized into the currently accepted model of atoms.
Between these subatomic particle particles, it is the number of protons that identify the atom of an element. All atom of one element contains the same number of protons in their new ity. This is the atomic number of the number element. In the next activity, you will be cited to the Mediatable in determining the nuclear number. No two elements notice that there is not the same
nuclear number. The development of the distance table in the development of the 05/31/16 distance table can be found back in 1817 june dubrener, a German chemistry that established triads of elements with similar features like the triad of calcium, barim and struntyum. In 1863, John Newlands, an English chemist, suggested the law of Octawas. They are organized to increase
the nuclear people when they are warned for each eight element sesame features based on the classification of elements on this fact. Around 1869 2 scientists determine a way of putting elements in order. Luther Meyer and Dmitri Mendeleo both came up with distance tables that show how elements should be grouped. It's interesting to note that both scientists didn't personally
know each other, yet they came up with the same results. Both scientists lived teachers and were working at different locations. The mayor lived and worked in Russia while In Mandliu in Germany. Put both in groups with similar characteristics while organizing elements in the order of nuclear mass growing. Both of them also left empty spaces in their tables, sure these spaces will
be filled with elements later but can be discovered yet. Modern-day law later, in 1914, Henry Mosely, observed an English physics that set the elements by the x-ray frequency excluded by the elements the following sequence of elements by atomic number. This observation led to the development of modern-day law in which it states that the characteristics of elements differ from
intervals with atomic numbers. Remember what you learned in Module 2 that the atomic number is equal to the number of atom counted in the protons. Atomic number one is a common feature of all nuclear elements. Elements on the modern-day table side are easily disclosed information about such elements and their compounds. The vertical column of the Meadadi table, called
the group, identifies Family of elements. Some family have their own special names. 06/07/16 How chemicals work in the Mediatable Elements are grouped into blocks or series in the distance table. Later in grade, you will learn how the elements were grouped in blocks. Refer to the above data; group 3 to group 12 constitutes a block in which elements in this block are called as
transition elements. The Lannadis and The Aktanades are special series of elements but also part of the migration block. They are also called internal transfer elements. Elements (groups 1, 2, and 13 to 18) from long columns are called representative elements or basic groups of the Mediada table. This arrangement allows us to study organizedly that the features of the path differ
with the position of the element in the table. The similarities and differences between the elements are easy to understand and remember. Metal reaction to acid in terms of position of representative elements in the distance table, the metal character increases from top to bottom and is less than left to right; while non-metal character is lower from top to bottom and increases from
left to right, as seen in the data on the right. Metal property is related to how easy an atom to lose an electrical. On the other hand, non-metal property is related to how easy an atom is to get an electric one. Why do metals lose electrons while non-metals are to get electrons? In The Modol 2, you learned that the behavior of electrons is complex to describe. However, we use a
model of electronic structure in which one picture presents where electrons occupy areas around the electric circles. It is also called energy level sebecause each electric shell is consistent with a certain energy. Each electronic shell can hold only a certain number of electrons. The way the electrons of an atom are divided into different energy levels or electric goels is called
electronic setting. The lowest energy level as well as one is close. It is the energy level se i.e. electrons occupied before. It can adjust to as many as 2 electrons. So, they capture successful high energy levels, so more than 2 electrons. The highest energy level that an electrical capture is called as an overseas shell or a xerif shell. The electrons in the zarf golas are called zarf
electrons. These electrons are involved in chemical reactions. The chemical properties of an element depend on the number of xerf electrons. Electrons.
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